Fungal secondary metabolites are a rich source of valuable natural prod-5 ucts. Genome sequencing have revealed an enormous potential from predicted biosyn-6 thetic gene clusters. It is however currently a time consuming task and an unfeasible 7 task to characterize all biosynthetic gene cluster and to identify possible uses of the 8 compounds. A rational approach is needed to identify promising gene clusters respon-9 sible for producing valuable compounds. Several valuable bioactive clusters have been 10 shown to include a resistance gene which is a paralog of the target gene inhibited by 11 the compound. This mechanism can be used to design a rational approach selecting 12 those clusters. 13 We have developed a pipeline FRIGG (Fungal ResIstance Gene-directed Genome 14 mining) identifying putative resistance genes found in biosynthetic gene clusters based 15 on homology patterns of the cluster genes. The FRIGG pipeline has been run using 51 16 Aspergillus and Penicillium genomes, identifying 72 unique protein families with putative 17 resistance genes using various settings in the pipeline. The pipeline was also able to 18 identify the characterized resistance gene inpE from the Fellutamide B cluster thereby 19 validating the approach. 20 We have successfully developed an approach identifying putative valuable bio-21 active clusters based on a specific resistance mechanism. This approach will be highly 22 ms Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Tem 1 Kjaerbølling et al. number of secondary metabolite gene clusters than the number of characterized 41 secondary metabolites thus revealing a much larger potential (2, 3, 4, 1). The number 42 of sequenced genomes is ever increasing mainly due to large sequencing efforts such as 43 the 1000 Fungal Genomes Project of the Department of Energy Joint Genomes Initiative 44 (http://1000.fungalgenomes.org/home/) and the 300 Aspergillus genome project (5, 6) 45 and therefore the number of predicted secondary metabolite gene clusters is steadily 46 increasing. 47 Despite progress in molecular tools and methods for characterization of secondary 48 metabolite gene clusters, it is still a time-consuming task, making it unfeasible to 49 investigate all predicted secondary metabolite gene clusters. Therefore only a small 50 fraction of the predicted clusters are characterized and investigated experimentally. 51 With the plethora of predicted secondary metabolite gene clusters (clusters) and the 52 aim of discovering novel bio-active compounds useful as drugs, the question emerges: 53 How do we select the most interesting predicted clusters producing potential valuable 54 drugs such as anti-fungicides, anti-cancer drugs and anti-microbial compounds? To 55 meet this need we have created a pipeline FRIGG (Fungal ResIstance Gene-directed 56 Genome mining) identifying clusters producing likely bio-active compounds based on 57 resistance genes. Many bio-active compounds are toxic compounds also impairing 58 the organism that synthesize them by inhibiting essential functions, therefore a self-59 resistance mechanism is needed in order to survive (7, 8, 9) . One known self-resistance 60 mechanism is the duplication of the target gene, where the second version is resistant 61 towards the compound and this second resistant version is most often found as part of 62 the biosynthetic gene cluster producing the toxic compound. This mechanism has been 63 seen in several bacterial instances such as novobiocin (10) and pentalenolactone (11, 64 12). 65 More recently this resistance mechanism has also been identified in fungi. My-66 cophenolic acid (MPA) is produced by Penicillium brevicompactum and it inhibits inosine-67 5'-monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH) which is the rate limiting step in guanine 68 synthesis. The biosynthetic cluster of MPA revealed an additional copy of IMPDH which 69 is insensitive to MPA thus conferring resistance, Figure 1A (13, 14, 15) . Another example 70 is Fellutamide B produced by A. nidulans which is a proteasome inhibitor. Within the 71 biosynthetic gene cluster a gene, inpE, encoding a proteasome subunit is located and it 72 was shown that this gene confers resistance, Figure 1B (16) . 73 An illustration of the general mechanism can be seen on Figure 1C , where two ver-74 sions of an enzyme is present and one version is affected by the secondary metabolite 75 (the target) whereas the other version is slightly different, but still with the same func-76 tion, is not inhibited by the secondary metabolite (the resistance gene). Even though 77 only a few examples of this mechanism have been identified and verified in filamentous 78 fungi so far (13, 16, 17, 18) , it is possible that this resistance mechanism is more widely 79 distributed. We have therefore developed a Fungal ResIstance Gene-directed Genome 80 mining (FRIGG) pipeline identifying putative bio-active clusters with resistance genes.
useful as an ever increasing amount of genomic data becomes available -the art 23 of identifying and selecting clusters producing novel valuable compounds will only 24 become more crucial. 25 
IMPORTANCE
Species belonging to the Aspergillus genus are known to produce a large 26 number of secondary metabolites, some of these compounds are bioactive and used 27 as pharmaceuticals such as penicillin, cyclosporin and statin. With whole genome 28 sequencing it became apparent that the genetic potential for secondary metabolite 29 production is much bigger than expected. As an increasing number of species are 30 whole genome sequenced an immense number of secondary metabolite genes are 31 predicted and the question of how to selectively identify novel bioactive compounds 32 from this information arises. To address this question, we have created a pipeline 33 identifying genes likely involved in the production of bioactive compounds based on a 34 resistance gene hypothesis approach. which is a proteasome inhibitor. C) Illustration of the resistance mechanism used by some toxin producers. The secondary metabolite is a toxin which inhibits an essential enzyme -the target of the compound. Within the cluster responsible for producing the toxin a copy of the target gene is found, this version is still functioning despite the compounds presence and hence makes the organism self-resistant.
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Pipeline set-up and Input data We were interested in creating a pipeline iden- 92 tifying secondary metabolite gene clusters (clusters) containing possible resistance 93 genes from whole genome sequencing data. In order to do this we based the pipeline 94 on the assumption that the resistance gene is found within a cluster and is a copy -a 95 paralog -of an essential gene. This pattern and the resulting resistance mechanism 96 has previously been described in two different cases in fungi (13, 16) . 97 We have used complete and draft quality whole genome sequences, mainly from 98 the 300 Aspergillus sequencing project (5, 6) . The input for the pipeline was chosen to 99 consists of three different types of data derived from the whole genome sequence data: 100 1) predicted genes/proteins and functionally annotated proteins, for the functional 101 annotation we used InterPro (19, 20) . 2) Predictions of secondary metabolite gene 102 clusters, for this purpose we used a re-implementation of SMURF (21) as described 103 in Vesth et al. (6) . 3) Groups of homologous protein sequences. We used a pipeline 104 designed for Aspergillus data creating homologous protein families based on single 105 linkage of bidirectional BLASTp hits (as described in (6)). It is assumed that proteins 106 with similar, although not necessarily identical, function will be clustered into the same 107 protein family. For our purpose this is useful, as resistance and target genes will be 108 grouped into one family. 109 Using the described input the pipeline consists of a number of filtration steps 110 designed to identify the most likely candidate clusters containing potential resistance 111 genes, Figure Figure 2 . Several steps in the pipeline are designed to deal with and/or 112 minimize the effect of possible errors in assembly and annotation due either to inherent 113 errors in sequencing technologies or errors caused by the assembly and sequence 114 quality of draft genomes. Several options have been added to the pipeline to allow the 115 user to set the filters to allow for more or less noise caused by errors. Besides mitigating 116 errors the filtering steps are also implemented to deal with biological diversity and 117 differences. Here we present the results of the pipeline using an extensive test dataset 118 of 51 Penicillium and Aspergillus species containing a total of 3,276 predicted clusters 119 and 26,551 secondary metabolite genes. The goal of the pipeline is to identify clusters 120 containing resistance genes, assuming that the resistance genes are copies of essential 121 genes. In this context, an essential gene is defined as a gene that has homologs in all 122 the species included in the analysis.
123
Homolog count and 'Strict' cluster selection The first step in the pipeline is to 124 couple the homologous protein families to the predicted cluster genes, Figure Figure 2 125 step 1. Following, the number of homologs -homology count -for each secondary 126 metabolite gene in each organism/genome is identified. In addition, the number of 127 homologs found in predicted clusters are recorded. 128 Next, clusters with potential resistance genes are selected based on a specific 129 pattern of homology counts, Figure Figure 2 Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4 Step 5B of the protein families with at least one protein with this domain are on the y-axis. 160 There are many protein families belonging to each InterPro domain ranging in size 161 from 1 to 475 proteins. 162 Protein families with more than 100 members will most likely have several ho-163 mologs in each organism and every time they appear in a cluster, the cluster will be 164 discarded using the 'strict' selection pattern. To avoid this, an 'alternative' selection 165 pattern was created disregarding large protein families as potential resistance genes 166 and instead allowing the proteins belonging to large protein families to have homologs 167 in the organism, Figure Figure 2 step 2 'alternative' pattern. 168 The size of the protein families will change depending on the data (e.g. the number 169 of genomes included and how closely related the species are). The selection was 170 therefore designed to be dependent on the number of organisms in the data set. In 171 order to determine this, we defined a metric: If the protein family is larger than the 172 total number of organisms in the dataset multiplied by X, where X is a user input, then 173 the gene is not considered as a potential resistance gene. Instead it is allowed to have 174 homologs and the cluster can still be selected, if another gene meets the requirements 175 for a resistance gene and the rest of the genes either have no homologs or belong to a 176 large protein family. The alternative pattern under step 2 in Figure Figure 2 illustrates 177 the copy number pattern. 178 In the less strict selection method, the potential resistance gene is thus still only 179 allowed to have one homolog outside the cluster and there is only one gene that can 180 have this pattern, however the other genes in the cluster are allowed to have more 181 homologs if their protein family is larger than: X I nput × N umber of or g ani sms. If X 182 is set to 2 then the cutoff in the illustration (step 2 in Figure Figure 2 ) would be 2*5 183 organisms and the protein family illustrated has 11 members and hence would be 184 allowed in the pattern. If 3 is selected instead the cutoff would be 12 and the illustrated 185 protein family is not big enough and this cluster would fall out. 186 We have used two and three as input thereby disregarding protein families with 187 more than 102 or 153 members respectively. With this selection criteria 482 and 388 188 clusters are identified respectively which corresponds to an 84% and 48% increase 189 compared to the initial 'strict' selection criteria, Figure Figure 3A . will most likely be a problem for some time to come and therefore we have created 200 filtering steps to deal with these shortcomings in the data. Another reason for filtering 201 is to identify the most likely resistance genes and hence filtering steps have also been 202 implemented to decrease false positives.
F)
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Step 3 -Filtering the number of clusters. A filtering step is implemented in order 204 to mitigate secondary metabolite prediction errors ( Figure Figure 2 with another identified cluster and these are therefore more likely not to be prediction 216 errors.
217
Step 4 -Filtering the number of organisms with homologs. The assumption be-218 hind this step is that the resistance genes should preferentially belong to a protein 219 family with an essential function, and thus it should have protein members in all the 220 species. The filtering step has two purposes, first it makes it more likely that it is a 221 resistance gene if there are homologs in all species and second it will be a more widely 222 useful bioactive compound if the target is conserved in many species. 223 This filtering step removes clusters where the putative resistance gene have ho-224 mologs in less than a certain percentage of the organisms, Figure Figure 2 Step 5 -Filtering the number of organisms with single copies. 245 The final filtering step is again related to the organisms in which the putative 246 resistance gene have homologs.
The assumption here is that the target gene should 247 be one essential gene and therefore the majority of the species should only have one 248 copy. 249 This filtering step therefore removes protein families where more than 50% of 250 the organisms have more than one homolog of the putative resistance gene, Figure   251 Figure 2 step 5. This step is optional and can be employed or not as the user sees fit. 252 The effect of adding this selection criteria can bee seen in Figure Figure 3E and F. select which cases to work with. 264 In this example with 51 species, we get 12 different outputs after step 5 using each 265 of the various settings. Narrowing down from 3,276 clusters we have identified 72 266 unique putative resistance gene families using all the various settings (Table 5 ). Of 267 these 4 potential resistance gene families are found every time independent on which 268 setting, while 19 are found only once using a specific set of variables. 269 With each filtering step, the number of clusters and putative resistance genes 270 decreases, but the share of likely bioactive clusters and true resistance genes increases.
271
Identifying potential bioactive clusters Even with the described selection crite-272 ria, the pipeline still produces more candidate clusters than it would be feasible for 273 most academic labs to verify experimentally. Once the pipeline has been run and 274 potential resistance gene cases have been identified, further analysis is needed to 275 select the most promising candidates for experimental verification. 276 In order to do this efficiently, we use a combination of principal component analy- 
A) Phylogenetic tree of the the protein family (596635) containing the Fellutamide B resistance gene, (protein id 2700) from A. nidulans. The phylogenetic tree is a maximum likelihood tree and was created with 500 bootstraps. The identified resistance gene is highlighted with red, the corresponding target is in green, other cluster genes are in yellow and gene not found in clusters are in blue. B) Principal component analysis of the protein family 596635 containing the Fellutamide B resistance gene, (protein id 2700) from A. nidulans. The panels to the left is colored based on the sections the proteins belong to while the panels to the right is colored based on if the protein if found in a a selected cluster (StrictClust-red), a predicted cluster (Clust-yellow), not in a cluster (0-blue) and the homolg to the ones found in selected clusters (outsideSC-green). ms Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Tem
Resistance Gene-Directed Genome Mining of 50 Aspergillus species analysis where resistance genes should form a separate group compared to the target 291 genes. To perform these two analysis the protein sequences from the protein families 292 were aligned using clustalo (22) and trimmed using Gblocks (23, 24) . 293 As mentioned in the introduction, there are some known clusters containing a veri-294 fied resistance gene, this includes the mycophenolic acid cluster in P. brevicompactum 295 and the fellutamide B cluster from A. nidulans. Both clusters were included in this study 296 as validation controls to check if the known resistance genes would be identified using 297 our pipeline. 298 The Fellutamide B cluster is identified in all the outputs where step 3 was skipped, 299 since this was the only cluster with this resistance gene and the selected homology 300 count pattern. Thus when filtering for more reliable cluster predictions it falls out of 301 the analysis. 302 The potential resistance and target genes are exposed to different evolutionary 303 pressure. This is expected to be reflected in the evolutionary pattern where the essen- The pipeline was designed to identify secondary metabolite gene clusters (clusters) 372 containing potential resistance genes. It is a delicate balance of filtering away as many 373 clusters as possible to narrow down the field to the best candidates, while keeping as 374 many clusters with potential resistance gene as possible. 375 We have chosen an approach, where we make no assumptions about the function 376 or makeup of resistance genes besides being homologs of a gene shared by most 377 organisms in the data set. Another approach could be to screen for specific classes of 378 essential genes or resistance targets within predicted clusters. This approach was used 379 in another study where 86 bacterial Salinispora genomes were mined for duplicated 380 genes involved in central metabolism co-localizing with clusters. Clusters containing 381 putative fatty acid synthase resistance genes were identified and these were shown 382 to be involved in the biosynthesis of thiotetronic acid natural products, including 383 thiolactomycin which is a well-known fatty acid synthase inhibitor (27) . This approach 384 builds on knowledge of house-keeping genes thus requiring extensive knowledge of 385 the primary metabolism. In filamentous fungi there is still a lot of primary processes 386 which are not characterized, therefore there is a risk of missing interesting resistance 387 genes using that approach. To avoid this, we chose to use a wider approach based only 388 on the homology copy number pattern of predicted secondary metabolism genes and 389 ms Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Template mSystems Submission Tem not based on the functions. The underlying assumption is that our pipeline identifies 390 conserved household genes with a homolog in a cluster. Using our approach, we avoid 391 limiting the search space to only known mechanisms thereby making it possible to find 392 new essential mechanisms and drug targets. Our non-functional-impelled approach 393 can be used both on organisms with little knowledge and extensive knowledge of the 394 primary metabolism. In well characterized species our approach is also useful since it is 395 likely both to identify known household genes but also new uncharacterized household 396 genes. Finally, the setup makes it possible to search the identified clusters afterwards 397 with a criterion such as the presence of primary metabolism genes. The pipeline has 398 been designed for a specific data set-up but it is also possible to apply the method and 399 the approach to other data-sets using the same ratiocination. 400 In each of the steps in the pipeline various parameters affect the output and 401 identified putative resistance genes, which parameters to use and tweak depends on 402 the data and the aim of the analysis. The first thing is therefore to select the input data 403 carefully. Data with distantly related species might not give meaningful homologous 404 protein families using our cut-offs since proteins with similar function might be more 405 different than our cut-offs allow.
Step 1 in the pipeline combines the input data and 406 creates a tables with homology count of all the cluster genes, in this step no filtering or 407 selection is done and hence there is no parameters to tweak. 408 In step 2 selecting clusters with a specific homology count pattern, the strict or 409 alternative patterns can be selected. Using the strict selection criteria, only 8% of the 410 clusters meets the criteria. When using too restrictive selection patterns, there is a 411 risk of creating false negatives, thus filtering away good cases. As mentioned earlier, 412 many common secondary metabolite genes are likely to have homologs and belong 413 to large protein families. Of the cluster genes belonging to this test dataset 12 and 414 6% belong to protein families larger than 102 and 153 proteins respectively, and these 415 are found in 51% and 37% of the total clusters. Therefore using the 'strict' selection 416 pattern, up to half of the clusters are likely to be discarded due to the homology count 417 pattern of standard cluster genes, which causes a lot of false negatives. We therefore 418 recommend using the alternative selection pattern. If the species in the dataset are 419 distantly related the size of the protein families might be smaller and therefore a lower 420 X i nput is recommended. The lowest reasonable value of X i nput we recommend is 421 1.5; going lower the risk of disregarding true resistance gene families becomes too big. 422 Filtering based on more clusters having the putative resistance gene (step 3) was 423 designed to avoid false positives due to cluster prediction errors. In this study, we have created a method identifying clusters responsible for produc-447 ing bioactive compounds. The approach we have developed is based on a specific 448 resistance mechanism and paves the way for rationally selecting promising bioactive 449 clusters from whole genome data. The FRIGG pipeline was designed in connection with 450 the Aspergillus sequencing project however several filtering steps and paramters can 451 be tweaked to fit different kinds of data and to deal with the most likely errors from 452 predictions and draft genomes. 453 We have tested the developed pipeline on 51 Aspergillus and Penicillium genomes 454 identifying 72 unique putative resistance genes and clusters in the most strict configu-455 ration of the pipeline. In addition, the characterized Fellutamide B resistance gene inpE 456 was successfully identified with this pipeline confirming the accuracy and applicability 457 of the pipeline to such cases of resistance mechanisms. 458 As more and more genomes are sequenced, the relevance of this approach will 459 increase and it will become a useful method for selecting which clusters to focus on in 460 the hunt for novel drugs such as anti-fungicides, anti-cancer drugs and anti-microbial 461 compounds.
462
MATERIALS AND METHODS
463
Fungal species The data consisted of 50 Aspergillus and 1 Penicillium species with 464 available whole genome sequencing data which was downloaded from JGI. Species 465 information can be found in Additional Table 5 .
466
Input data The data used in the pipeline was organized in a MySQL database, 467 an overview of the input data can be found in the file: Input_data_pipeline.txt and 468 the data can be found as sql/csv files on https://github.com/ingek-1/FRIGG_pipeline. 469 A few of the data files were too big for Github and can be found in this repository 470 instead https://files.dtu.dk/u/ox6SPjaekiyxHpI8/Data_tables_FRIGG?l. The data includes 471 predicted secondary metabolite gene clusters based on an implementation of the 472 SMURF (21) pipeline described elsewhere (6) . Homologous protein families were 473 created with Aspergillus optimized parameters based on single linkage of bidirectional 474 BLASTp hits with identity ≥ 50% and sum of query and hit coverage ≥ 130% as described 475 in (6) . InterPro annotations of the proteins were also used (19, 20) and gff information.
476
Pipeline The pipeline was created using Python and the investigation of specific 477 protein families was conducted in R (28 Step 1
Step 4
This step can be skipped
Protein family
Not considered as resistance gene if: Protein family > X * total org Step 5B 
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